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MANPOWER .M; H*H£K?ffiNT IWSHSSG PROCESS IN EI5II0PIA

1 ° -Scope and Background of the Study

(a) Introduction

The objective of this study is to give a brief description of the manpower

arid, employment planning 'process in Ethiopia and what could be done in the

future to minimize existincr constraints so as to make it more functional.

In pursuing this task, a iracro overview of the socio-economic conditions of

■the country is first given followed by a review of existing instiutional

arrangements for human resources planning in Ethiopia with sortie of the major

associated activities undertaken in recent years highlighted,, Inferences

regarding the effectiveness of the process are also' highlighted and concrete

suggestions advanced for strengthening the process „ "Che lack, of appreciable

Information have however constrained the analysis which further suggest

the need for a more detailed study involving jointly the Government of Ethiopia

and the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa for' better resultso

>-' Problan to be addresseds

Ihe establishment and operation of an effective machinery for policy harmonization

and programme co-ordination in human resources planning,, development and utilization

are vital ingredients for the enhancement of economic and social transformation

of any nation. Ihe functional linkage provided by -the existence of such

a machinery'■'provides 'the scientific basis for naxiMzina the human inputs

into the development process. Tnerefore, African Gbvernirants should respond

to the- urgent need for establishing the necessary process for ensuring a

balance between the requirements of human resources development andu utilization,

In practical terms, -the organizational structure, responsibilities and the

various departmental unit functions of the Institutional machinery will'

have to be appropriately defined and designed with requisite staffing and

operational capabilities, ■ ■

The Lagos Plan of Action endorsed by African Governments recognized.,

this. The Conference of Ministers Responsible for Human Resources Planning,

Development and Utilization in Africa also recognized this when it urged member

States to accord priority to human resources roanagerrent activities and to establish

a central organ for planning human resources development and utilization at the

highest possible level of authority. Ait eraerairig concensious is that such an '

organ need to be comprehensive1 -in approach possessing capabilities to undertake thes

- initiation, forrruicition and .administration of manpower policies within

the framework.of national development policies;

- identification;, .analysis and specification of manpower development and

utilization problemsf objectives and alternative programme and strategies,"
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- co-ordination ? monitoring and evaluation of the execution of adopted

■measures to ensure optirnum results and consistency?

- preparation of manpower development and utilization plans that

would synchronize labour supply and demand targets in conformity with

'overall national development objectives.

Ihe Government of Ethiopia, following the 1974 Revolution, has intensified

t--fforts towards creating the above capabilities- Institutional reforms iiave

resulted from these efforts and a series of activities related to-manpower .and

employment planning undertaken.

Iherc is a growing interest among all government authorities in gathering

tollable data. Bnphasis on central planning in rrobilising human and material
resources has created this need for establishing a sound system of collecting .;..

information.' ■ Substantial amounts of budgetary resources are being earmarked for

ci?.ta collection and processing every year. Ihe Ministry of Labour and Social

Affairs and the1 Central Statistics1 Office, which are the main authorities

responsible for data collection, and analysis, are being provided, with a sizeable

amount of funds to undertake basic research on several aspects of human activity.

'Ihc research is anted at collecting1 information on manpower in both the formal

end informal sectors, -The urban informal and. rural agricultural sectors are

being assessed to fine, out tho amount of enplq-^nt,, unemployment, income and

future trends'of labour supply and demand, Unploymcnt in the formal sector will

also be included in these surveys. Data on number of employees, occupation and

position and basic salaries will be gathered from all government and private

establishments.

."Sara so, these efforts havs been rightly q guided by the trust of overall,

national development objectives and strategics between 1984 nncl 1994. Within

this contact" the fibres' of the. process for manpower and employment planning

ore being woven. Projects to examine the extent of the process and to.make

relevant recommendations for enhancing its level of effectiveness have been initiated

by Government. Preliminary information shov7S that tliese efforts are constrained

by a number of factors including the shortage of well trained and experienced

manpower and err^loyrrfcnfc planners,, and data collectors j the lack of effective

j.inkages and co-ordination, in the activities, of the various organs responsible

directlv or indirectly for the planning and programming of manpower and their

utilization? and the inadequacy of manpower and employment planning methods and

techniques„ All offorts need to be made to remove these constraining factors if

the goals of the present development plan are to be realized.
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Hgcro-overview of socio-economic conditions

Ethiopia, located South and vfest cf the Fed Sea, covers an area of
anproxiinately 1=2 million square Kilometres with nearly 80 million
out of the total 122 million hectares of land area cultivable,^The 1934
population census put -the total peculation -at 42 million. 90 per cent
of"which were said to cweUin rural areas„ It is estimated that the

population will grew at an annual rate of 2O9 per cent and that over

50 per cent are under 15 years old.

Structurallyr the economy characterizes a typical developing African

country. Agriculture and livestock account for about 50 per cent of GDP and over

90 per" cent" of exports o At least 85 per cent of the labour force derive
their livelihood from agriculture, livestock, hunting and fishing most of

whom work on family plots, Industry provides about 16 per cent of C3DP with

manufacturing accounting for 11 :;.er cent while the service sector contributes

about 36 per'cent- mnufacturing is heavily dependent on agriculture; agro-

based industry which together constitute about two-thirds of the activities

with the other third shared between handicrafts and small-scall non-

agricultural activities„_s Also, the pattern of trade reflects characteristic

features of an under-developed nation. Over 90 per cent of exports consist

of primary products with- coffee accountina for at least 60 per cent

followed by skins, hides, purses and Oiiseedso Iirsports on the other hand

comprise machiitery and transport equipment, manufactured goods and fuels.

■]■■ . ■ •

A review of,. recent economic trends shows a sizable drop in agricultural

output leading to. a severe food shortages over the last three years. Mich of -this

was caused by the severe drought which hit the country side in early 1980s...

Since 1974 P following .the revolution,, the economy has undergone three cyclical

phases^ . From .'1974/75' to 1977/78, there was little or no growths.

■Bio.period' from' 1978/79 to 1982/83 was characterized, by rapid growth while trie

years 1933/04 and 1984/85 witnessed sharp falls in total production. The

following table provides information on some key economic indicators in recent

years e . . ■ . , .. .

The overall development objectives of the country are contained in the
10-year Economic and Social Development of'Ethiopia 1984/85-1993/94„ These
include the eradication of poverty, unemployment, iliteracy, exploitation

and the construction of a strong self-reliant and self-sustaining national
economy. Ihe country is faced with sore critical problems whose solution is

essential if these objectives are to be achieved. These include the scarcity

of foreign exchange., environmental degradation and the shortage of critical

manpower„
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Sable 1 s Key economic indicators

1976-79 1979-60 19§0^1_ 1981-62 1982-83 1983-64 1984-85

GDP grov/th (% p.a-S 5.2 5,5 3.C ■ 1.1 5.1 -2,4 -6.8

Growth in agriculture

{% p.a.* ';' 2.4 4.8 2.4 -1.3 4,7 -8,8 ~16»0

Investicent/GDP (%) 8.6 10^0 10.3 11,8 11.2 12.8 10,8

Domestic Savings/

GDP (%) ' " 3.4 4.8 4.5 3,6 2O7 2OB =-2,5

Ebct. Current hoc,

)P (%) -4.8 -4.5 ■ -5D2 -7,2 -6.9 -9.4 -13.0

World Bankp Ethiopia:; P^cent economic developrents and future prospects

{Washington, "DoGo, 1984).

IIIO Issues and Prospects of. Hurran Resources Management in Ethiopia

(a) Basic issues

■The Government has recognized the importance of the human factor in the

development process in general and in redressing these critical problems in particular

Efforts have been'made to institute a human resources-management system.,

The 10-year Economic and Social Development Plan embraces strategies that would

enhance the development and utilization of the nation's human resource base.

Specific policies, objectives, rfeasures and targets in relation to education,
training, enploymsnt and productivity have been' identified and established to be

inTpleroented during the plan period „ Manpower surveys and research have been

conducted as part of the activities in support of these efforts i Attempt,

has been made to establish an institutional framework for assessing human

resources issues and prescribing possible options „ Substantial airounts of

budgetary resources have been earmarked, for data collection with particular

emphasis on strengthening labour market infonv&tion in Ethiopia „ . .

These and many other efforts are however constrained by the inadequacy of

the process of -human resources planning and by the rapid growth of the population

in general and urban population in particular= Issues connected with the first

constraint includes the poor state of collectingP processing and analysing

manpower and employment statistics; the shortage of adequate manpower plannersf

statisticians and economists to actually undertake the planning function?
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the absence of coherent methods and techniques for sectoral and national manpower
and employment planning; and the existence of poor linkages between sectors/
between the education system and the planners, and between employers and human
resources developers, With regards to the second constraint,"the issues are

centred around a rapidly expanding labour force due to a high population.

growth rate and a large young population? a disequilibrium" betv^an the
corresponding trend in demand for education, work"and health services and the
trend in the economy's ability to provide these basic needs; and the high -ate

of miration of people, mostly young ill-prepared job seekers or school leavers
rrcm the country side to the cities and towns. rIhe aggregate iirpact
of these constraints has given rise to serious problems as open urban unemployment
low labour productivity, unorganised incentive schemes, and inadequate
organizational, managerial and administrative complications„ "... ..
Consequently, the need to remove or minimize these constraints which' is
ever more-pressing, has posed a major development challenge for the

Government of Ethiopia, Existing efforts and programmes will have to be
reshaped and mold into a comprehensive manpower and employment plannina
machinery so as to ensure the achievement of these human resources
development and. utilisation objectives and gools established in the plan.

A-major step has baen taken in this directions A long-term manpower and
employment plan has been prepared and integrated into the 10-year cerspective
plan with a specific objective to reduce unemployment and raise the productivity
or the workforce-, among the a overall strategies that are indicative of the
-^ng-term prospects and the desired direction, for human resources management in
Ethiopia as envisaged in the plan for achieving this objective are the
following s

- an increase in agricultural production and an improvement in

the efficiency of the marketing and .distribution system for
agricultural products?

- raising labour productivity in all sectors of the economy

through training and the provision of appropriate moral and
material incentives to workers?

and diversify exports and promote import substitution

wherever it is found economically feasible;

Develop domestic capability in research, science and technology

and select, adapt, develop and create new technologies

appropriate to the objective conditions of the country?

Develop and strengthen the state institutions, producers'

cooperative and service cooperative sectors to guarantee a

strong socialist economy;
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- improve the economic management,, organizational structures and capabilities of

the state and to strengthen the principle of democratic centralism in plan

preparation and implementation.

Ihe approach used for implerrenting the above strategies is the preparation

and implementation of two short-term human resources plans with the first lasting,

two years from 1984 and the second covering a three-year period beginning 1986 o - ■

The effectiveness of these plans is functionally related to the availability
of data and a wall staffed institutional network, hs indicated earlier., these

requirements are presently in short supply Htdch again underscores the urgent

need for the consolidation of efforts and programmes in the field of human

resources planning? development and utilization,,

(b) Objectives

Ihsrs areV in addition to -those human resources management planning issues
outlined above., issues relating to the nature and scope of the human resources

development .and utilization objectives, go ?J.s and strategies set in the 10-year

perspective plan \^ich rnust be addressed by those concerned with manpower and

employment planning in Ethiopia. On the development side? the issues can be

characterised as bridging the gap between the types and quality of skills and

knowledge imparted through the education system,, and those demanded by the

labour market. ;Ihe nature of the issue requires the undertaking of a critical
and continous assessment of the nationfs manpower needs, end making education

and training more relevant for research and enhancing the productive capability

of the country in accordance with those needs. On the utilization side, the

major issue becomes one of ensuring full productive employment to a growing

and demanding labour force. The need for undertaking job analysis, job creation
and workers' motivation activities vould constitute a central element of this
issue o

Ihe intended specific manpower development and utilization objectives and.

strategies laid down in the plan around which those issues evolve are outlined
below with the aim to illustrating the task which lies ahead for manpower and

employment planners. Theix complexitiesf inter-linkages and vulnerability to

uncertainty demand a scientific approach in planning for and administering of

human resources programmes within an integrated process so as to optimize the

use of resources in their pursuit. This poses yet another major challenge

for the Governmenti the need to appropriately define and design the required

institutional machinery with requisite staffing, resources and operational
capabilities toa

~ initiate, formulate? administer and/or delegate the execution of
comprehensive human resource policies and plans?

- identify, analyse and specify manpower development and ilization
programmes, strategies and priorities?

- co-ordinate, monitor and evaluate the execution of measures as adopted?
and

- develop guidelines and strategies for the synchronization of inputs
and outputs of the entire manpower development and utilization system.
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erm Human Resources tJanagemant Objectivesf Targets and Measures-

General Educationi In the field of general education, which have already

undergone major restructuring .and re-orientation since 1974, the following

specific objectives are. sets

- to provide- education that contributes to the prosperity and well-being

of "die broad masses?

•r: to inculcate the principles and ideas of socialism in the minds of

all'Ethiopians?

-■ to irake education accessible to as many deserving children as possible

as a first step toward the introduction of general poly-technical

educations

- to provide middle-level manpower required for the politicalr social ■

and economic development of the country;

~ to eradicate illiteracy and to conduct continuing education; andP

™ to irnprov'3 the content, method end quality of general education o

Itore specifically the targets to be fulfilled during the Ten-Year Perspective

Plan in the area of general education are the, following;

- wipe-out illiteracy completely?

- -increase -the participation rate of primary education from 47.2% in

"19-33/84 to 66»5 in 1393/94? and

~ increase the participation rate of junior secondary education from

15,9% in 1983/34 to 35.6% in 1993/94...

The foregoing targets are to be achieved through jjnplenenting the following
measures %-

- Educational programmes will foe strengthened through developing new

curriculume introducing efficient 2f3ucational management, devising

follow-up »nd control mechanisims en the basis of the principles of

democratic centralism?

- Studies aimed at improving teaching, and learning methods will be

carried out?

™ Stratified .polytechnical and vocational educational institutions will

be establisJriGd giving regard to equitable regional distribution?

_1_/ Lfccerrt \vferc^inr!ic':t^?- thce^--^ra obtained from the Draft Guideline on the

Economic and Social Development of Ethiopia (1984/85-1993/94 "
WPE; Addis Ababa, 1906, ~~~ '
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- Books and other educational materials will be produced in sufficient

quantity and type." ■ " ""

~ -Short and long-term training and orientation programmes will be

conducted within and outside the country to up-grade the professional

standard of the teaching staff? and?

~ listing teacher training institutions will be expanded and new ones

will be created,

Higher educations with regards to higher education, the broad objective is

""to develop, on the basis of the philosophy of l-fcu-xism-l£ninismf the physical,

spiritual and mc-grfcal capacities of the working people at large,
through provision of scientific, technical and cultural knowledge:\ In the

light" of" the above- the Government intends to pursue the following objectives

find targets s

Objectives?

- to provide Marxist-Leninist ideological education at all levels?

- to supply the required manpower f in both quality and quantity, for

national development? and

- to conduct research with particular emphasis on the needs and problems

of Ethiopia.

Targets

~ increasing student enrolriient from :16,837 in 1983/84 to 28,540 in

1993/94 :?ith concentrated growth on technology, agriculture, health

and on producing teachers?

™ producing.83,065 graduate students of 'Which? 76,307 degree and diploma

holders from national institutions of higher learning and 6,758 from

abroad;

~ strengthening existing institutions such as the institute of health

science., cooperatives, crater technology and management institute?

- establishing new technical institutes fors teacher training, animal

breeding, forestry and wildlife;, electricity and electronicse

construction, mettalergy and for chemical«

Labour utilizations' Deployment generation and'labour productivity enhancement

are among the irajor objectives of the 10-year perspective plan with the

primary aim to alleviate unemployment and underemployment which seem to be

obstructing development efforts, among the measures indicated in the plan to

tackle this growincr txroblem are the followings—'

y HO, "A study on New /approachesr Methods and Techniques in Generating,

Managing and Utilizing Labour Market InfonTationIJs by Uo Bedada; Kayr 1966, po3,
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~ reduction of unemployment by promoting errploynent-generatiug ■

development progranstes j

- increasing labour productivity^

- disproving the conditions of employirent and work- with a view to

enhancing labour productivity?

- promotion of labour-intensive production techniques.?

- expansion of vocational training facilities?

- undertaking manpower studies which vri.ll help to rraintain a balance

between manpower demand and supply?

- training and organising unenployed youth in producers' oo~

operation,

IV. Institutional Arrangements for Human Resources Planning;

A number of institutions are established within the Government

machinery to foster manpower and employment planning in Ethiopia in support

of achieving,*.national development objectives, ^5ost enterprises have within

their -respective organizations -units to deal with manpower training and

deployment„ Clearly, -the nature and interrelationship of these

institutions wxald describe the nature and status of the process of manpower

and employment planning in the country,, This section will take a quick

look at those organs established within the Government framework along with

major steps taken to improve their level of effcctiveness.

Since the revolution f the Ethiopian Government has made great efforts

to strengthen the operational capacities of human resources management

institutions with the aim of improving the workings of the process. For

example, activities of the Public Administration Institute (PAI), the

Centre for Entrepreneurship and fianagement {cm} and the National Industrial

Vocational Training Schema (NIVTSJ were all restructured after the revolution.

She scope of the PAI was broadened and reconstituted into the Institute of
I'Bnagement Training |IMI) in 1975. Activities of the CE?i and K'lVTS were

merged and reshaped primarily to improve productivity in State enterprises

under a newly created National Productivity Centre (NFC) accountable to the

Ministry of Industry,, In 1983 the Government merged .the NPC and the IMT and

established the Ethiopian i-fenagement Institute responsible directly to the

Council of Ministers with a broad mandate for management training,, research
and consulting and for co-ordinating end accrediting training activities
throughout the industrial and various governirent sectors „

A more recent attempt at strengthening manpower and employment planning

machinery in Ethiopia is the initiation of a project on the development of

manpower assessment and planning capacity to be executed by the -Ministry of

Labour and Social Affairs with assistance from UNDP. The project, which
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is expected to be completed by early 19S7 has an over-all objective to

reorganize and strengthen the machinery for iranpower planning. The basic™

operational objectives of the project includes the establishment of national

capabilities for manpower surveying} planning and forecasting?

the undertaking of a study on the unenplqyrreht problem of school-leavers and

the making of relevant recommendations'? and the training of nationals for

managing the human resources planning machinery o In addition, the Government

has recently endorsed a project for 1587-1989 designed to establish a manpower

and labour statistics bank within the ^{inistry of Labour and Social Affairs.

fIhis .project will seek to establish a labour market information (UH) system, to

facilitate manpower and employment planning. It will also lead to two

studies? one on manpower training needs and. the other on assessing the

imbalance between the demand for end supply of manpower in the different sectors

of the economy.

Ihe major existing institutions entursted with, activities for manpower

and employment planning in Ethiopia are briefly considered below:

1, 'Manpower and Enployirient Advisory Comnittees Ihis is a tripartite

manpower and employment advisory-committee which is policy

formulation j, co-ordination and guidance organ between Government 4-

employers and workers. Ihe Committee's primary mandate is to advise

on policy issues and to forward ;jarendments regarding labour matters.

In addition to other functions^ the Committee has the responsibilities

tos ■ ■ ■ . . . ■

- review strategies for the implementation of manpower survey?
. »

- conduct thorough discussions on draft., questionnaires and approve

the questionnaires?

- review, survey- reports ?

- investigate' unemployment and forward ideas and measures to the

Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs on how full employment can

■ / " be achieved? ' ....

- review labour- proclamations and recommend changes where deemed

necessary and studyways and means to enhance the employment

servicesi

- develop all the necessary links and co-operation between.the

various ministerial bodies and organizations for more job creation

and increased employment opportunities ? and

- advise on how to achieve balanced and well co-ordinated employment

opportunities in both rural and urban areas.

So far r the Comvnittee has become an irtportarit source of constructive

ideas to enhance the improvement of the IMI systenu All questionnaires

prepared by the ongoing project have been initially reviewed and approved

by the Committee „ Major study reports have been subjected to examination
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by the same CcermitteG. Since the Committee is composed of major users and

producers of L'f-1I? it is hoped that any effort made towards strengthening

the collection., analysis and dissemination of Ii-SE will reflect the basic

needs of both parties.,

Members of the fcfenpovxa: and Employment Mvisory Committee are as

followst

- Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs?.

- Ministry of Industry*

- Ministry of ikjrieuiture;

- Ministry of Transport and Communications?

- Ministry of Construction?

- ministry of Educations

- .National Committee for Central Planningj

-- Civil Service Commission^

- Central Statistics Office?

- Ethiopian r.anagement Institute?

~ Ethiopian Trade Union?

- Ethiopian Chonber of Commerce.

2. The Ministry of labour and Social affairs; By Labour Prcclaimation

No. 64/1975, the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs is entrusted

with the responsibilities of assessingB placing.and training, of all

human resources in the country in addition to other activities

... relating to trade disputes P collective aqreements and settlements

. and registration of trade 'onions,, With regards to the hurran resources

development .and utilization issuef the fiinistry is given the,,- .,'

mandate to si'

- establish labour exchange offices, determine their, administrative

jurisdiction, supervise their functions and issue directives?

™ undertake studies of the country "S irisnpo\-^er rescnorces and

occupational classification in co-operation vzith the concerned

organisations;

™ establish an advisory comrrdttee conposed of representatives

of concerned organisations for trie purpose of undertaking

studi.es a.s regards conditions of vrork and enployment.

Two irRjor divisions are established with -the Ministry of to carry out

the above duties ? ' 'Hie tfonppwer and StTployn^nt Division and the Labour

Inspection Division, The former is broken down into 'the. Employment Service

Section and the Work Permit Section „ The ^rployment Service Section is

expected to cxsnpile -the statistical data received from the employment

exchange offices arid transmit them to the labour Statistics Unit annuallv,

y labour Px-Dcl--ucation Itoo 64/1975, Article 109o
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Information contained. In such submission includes the number of re-gistered.

and" placed ■■jbbseekers, vacancies and placements classified by sexp age,

educational level t- occupation and industry . The Work Permit

Section is responsible for registering and granting all non-Ethiopians

'requiring work permits having reviewed "die nature of theix business activities,

their occupation, -qualification, special skills and salary levels. ,.

The. Labour ifosEoction Division compiles statistical data on employment

accidents reported fxxxn 15 regional and 36 area offices, Ihese statistics

are reported annually showing fatal and non-fatal employment accidents,

causes and type of injuries by"occupation and industry„

Work of these two Divisions is supported by the activities of the Office

of the Vfoge Beard which collects information on employment earnings,

job descriptions and job classification and occupations. The-data are

transmitted to -'the Eoard after being standardised by the various corporations

located throughout the country. The Beard evaluates the data transmitted from

various ministries and organisations and makes- adjustments and establishes

uniformity in the wages and benefits by occupational category for all

corporations. HoweverF there are no wage statistics that cover all

employees on a national levtl. Two other units within the Ministry nf Labour

and Social Affairs also support the work of the two Divisionss The

Labour StatistTcsTttnit and the Employment Exchange Offices. The formsr

complies Labour data from administrative records and files of the Ministry.

On the other h?ind? the 35 employment exchange offices collect and transmit

to tine Head Office in Addis Ababa the following information in accordance

with the labour Proclamation No. 64/1975 'which requires that all job seekers

between "the ages 18-56 should register with the exchange offices^

- jobseakers classified according to sexf age, educational levelP

occupation and residence?

- vacancies according to irajor industrial classification and

occupation?

- unfilled vacancies classified according to major industrial

classification and occupation?

- placements classified according.to sex, age? educational level,

occupation and major industrial classification.

The Ministry produces two major publications containing relevant dab

for manpower^and arploymant plannings The Labour Statistics Bulletjji_ . ,

.and the Trainina of ^fenpower in Ethiopi^u ^Fig -former contains s
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data on registered trade union members classified by region and industry?

number and types of trade disputes registered by the labour department?

issues concerning collective agreements? work accidents by industry and by

occupation; and number of work permits issued to foreigners., What is

lacking and/for which efforts need to be intensified to have them included,

in the 'Bulletin are data on productivity, W:\ges-- hours of \*orkf labour
1 turnover and mobility o Sie publication on Training of P-tenoower in Ethiopia

gives information annually on technical and vocational training facilities

and the supply of trained manpower in Ethiopia.

3 • Office of National Committee for Central Planning (OCCP) % The

ONCCP, established in 1979, is responsible for the overall economic

planning in the countryo As such, it examines final requests from

various organs and makes the necessary allocation of resources

in relation to funds and manpower. It collects manpower and employment

information from public corporations and organisations through

the relevant ministeries and agencies. Such information includes

- demand for permanent and temporary workers classified by

occupation?

- vacancies available classified by occupation and type of establish

ments ?

- training requirements of different establishments.

The responsible arm within the OMCCP for these activities is the

Efefripower Planning and labour Affairs Department, This Department was

established to serve as the central organ of Government responsible for

the overall planning.* policy formulation and. co-ordination of human resources

development and utilization. Organizationally, the Department is closely

'■ linked with other sub-organs,, at various levels, that are equally concerned

with the specialized function of human resources development and utilization.

"The Manpower Planning and labour Affairs Department is also responsible

for the placement of university graduates and for the transfer .and mobility

of professionals and skilled technicians.

4* Other Collaborating Agenciese There are a number of institutional

arrangements whose activities facilitate the process of manpower and

employment planning in Ethiopia. These include the statistics
Division in the Ministry of Education, the Statistics Section in

the Commission for Higher Education, and the Statistics Section
in the Civil Service Commission.

The Statistics Division within the ?-Sinistry of Education conducts an

annual census covering all elementary and secondary schools as well as

general educational institutionsP adult educations and other technical

institutions. It compiles ail enrolment and output informationo General
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information about students and teachers are collected which include the number

of students by sex? age, grade and performance at each J_evel and the number of

teachers and administrators by sex, agef qualifications, salary etc The

Information is published annually in Educational Statistics. Ihe

Statistics ..Section within the Coinmission for Higher Education collects information

Trom post-secondary institutions. Ihe data ccnsisis of full and part-time

studentsr^Ttew intake;, total enrolment and output by degree or,diploma level

and type of specialisation. It also consists of the number of drop-outs,

dismissals and readmissions. Ihe quality of the teaching staff is briefly

addressed. It also shows information . on Ethiopian students abroad by field i

of study and country. The information is disseminated to various users every

year. The Civil Service Commission (CSC) is responsible for all recruitments

and placements in the state administration 0 Each ministry is required to

notify' high-level.vacant posts (a monthly salary of more than 42C birr) to

the Commission. Lov;-;-level vacancies may be filled. through the respective

ministries and agencies upon notifying "the Coraaission,, rIhe Commission ',
prepared six-rnonthiy reports of filled and unfilled vacancies in each

ministry indicating the position, occupation, qualification, salary level,,

etc. which are used internallyo The CSC, through its Statistics Section?

also produces annual statistical data based, on the personnel files and documents

of the ministries and agencies. The section collects monthly summaries and

annual figures on the number of permanent and temporary workers, promotions?

transfers, base salary adjustmentsr increments, etc. It includes name of

employees, age, sex, qualification? occucation, salary, date of employment.,

etc, The section also collects, similar information en foreign nationals from

the MLSA, . ■■"■■,

., Ifenpower and Employment Planning Activities

Activities undertaken by the above institutions involve mainly surveys and.

publications „ Most of such activities are geared tovsards meeting the specific neads

of the particular institution Which undertakes then thus limiting their scope for

overall manpower and employment planning. Besidesf most of these activities

particularly the surveys are ad hoc in nature thouqh their findings have thrown

some light upon the size and characteristics of the available labour force„

The extent to which these activities arc undertaken would certainly illustrate the

extent to which the process of manpower and employment planning is

developed in Ethiopia. A brief review of these follows.

Over the. years the Government: has conducted several manpower surveys.

A major labour force survey was carried ait in 90 towns and 13 major urban

areas in 1970= In 1979 and 1980 another labour force survey vss conducted

registering those unemployed in. the labour force in 76- rrajor towns = Ihe results

of the survey like those of the 1970 survey provided useful information .about ■

the size and nature of unemployment with the unemployed classified by

age, sexf marital status, level of education, occupation and .health condition„
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Also in 198C, the Division conducted an employment survey in ministries and

government, and private establishments employing more than 50 persons D This

survey provided information on workers classified by industry B sex and

occupation „

A coiiprshensive survey was conducted in 1983 by the Division "which was

aimed at gathering Information on skilled manpower requireiDents in both

the private and public sectors„ Eased on a comprehensive sampling plan,,

5GG_£ks were selected as sampling units throughout the country? This

represented 2=c per cent of the total number of PAs at that time. Each

PA consists of ?n average of 25 households. Information vras collected

from the PAs through the use of questionnaires containing queries -about

the economically active population aged 10 years and over= The questionnaires

ware aimed at fdueling the activity performed during a three--month period

and current activity during a specific seven-day period. Ihe

questionnaires also sought information about the degree of employment and

undererrploymsnt durinq the reference period.. Questions were asked whether

the individual w?\s working, his/her employment status, earnings,

occupations .and industry..

These is an annual survey of all. known training institutions p comprehensive

secondary schools and establishments which provide cn-the-jcb training.

These surveys are quite detailed„ consisting of the nurriber of public and

private technical and vocational training institutionsP their capacity,

period of training and output, plus the. nunfcer of Ethiopian students being

trained abroad„ Ihe data are collected by sending questionnaires to all

public and private training institutions in the country,, The information

about Ethiopian students abroad is gathered from the Corrmission for Higher

Education„

Besides annual administrative reports or, issues related to manpower

development and enployment, the Governmant prepares and publishes a

number of key publications that can be used, for effective manpower and

3nployment planning, Notable aircng these are tJie Labour Statistics Bullet.in?

Training of ffanpowar in Ethiopia; and R3ucaticnal Statistics all of \^hich are

published armu?J.lyo Other publications and staff reports include the

preliminary report on the 1984 population .and housing census,, '^Population

Growth in Ethiopia 0972) >[ and "Brployiaent and Pattern of Inccane Distribution

Central Governmen't: (1975) "„ . ■ .

Of crucial significance are the activities and expansions of the

Employment Exchange Offices, i^iile tlie exchange offices do not conduct

labour and employment surveys ? they collect vital inforrration on the

number of job registrants by job-seekers and vacancies and employment

conditions reported to then by establishment employing ten or more workers.

However, the derived, information is supplemented by periodic surveys on

labour-related matters. The distribution of exchange offices by area per so

knu and labour force size is presented in -the following tables

1/ PAs is the code for peasants5 association,,
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Table Distribution of employment exchanges in Ethiopia, 1965

Region

1 a

J

3,

'■*"

5^

■7

ps

10.

11.

12O

13.

1--

15

16

Eritrea . , _ .

Asseb

Tigray

Gondar

Hello

Gojjam

Wellega

Shews

Eararge

Illubabor

Keffa

Arssi

Gemu Goffa..

. Siciaino -

tEale ■ ■

. Addis Ababa1

NoD of

ernplowK2"\t

exchange

3

1

2

2

2

6

1

2

1

1

A

1

-i

1

Area

per office

"(sqo km.)

30 533

25 800

32 850

24 467

39 500

32 250

'' '■■ .;, 34 900

.14 217

'■ 84 933

50 800

26 500

24 700

40 100

29 175

128 300

200

Population

(age 15-54)

served by

each office

369 260

37 324

510 078

323 086

616 155

480 936

476 645

41.0 C03

491 581

381 236

381 111

541 255

472 204

331 199

414 170

561 525

Sources Central Gtatisticai Office,
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Inferences on the Effectiveness of the Process ■■"'."

As indicated earlier, the process of manpower and employment planning

in Ethiopia is constrained by factors such as the shortage of professional
manpower and employment planners and statisticians and the lack of

effective linkages and co-ordination in the activities of the various
organs responsible for manpower and employment planning activitieso These ■

constraining factors, which axe by no means unique to Ethiopia, do

affect the level of effectiveness of the process. Specifically, their

impact has givai rise to a number of structural problems within the process'
which, need to be analysed to appreciate the magnitude of their existence „' ' ■

What shall be done in this section is to draw some broad inferences on ■■■'■

the nature and possible; consequences of those problems to lend support to
the suggestions nade in the next section o

A review of the institutional arrangements and Government's efforts to

consolidate them shows a systematic approach towards institution building.

Until the commissioning of the project on the developnent of manpower

assessment and planning capacity, the institution building exercise seems

not to have taken on a comprehensive approach. ihe human resources

developient aspect seems to have understandably gained the most

attention at consolidation, leaving the■planning part not so well consolidated.
Notwithstanding, the functions of the Manpajer and Employment Advisory Committee
were clearly defined and eir£>rassive enough, It[Js composition, except for

the absence of, the destitution of higher learning, is relatively adequate.
An apparent, problem however is the lack: of an officially designated technical

secretariat which .will not only assist the Committee in its work -which infact

are technical in nature, but which will follow-up on and co-ordinate the' ": '■
implementation of the Committee's decisions and policies. Besides this l
apparent problem,, there's a possibility for confussion between what are

expected of the-Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs which is entrusted with
the responsibilities of assessing, placing and training of all human resources in
the country, and of the Manpower Planning and Labour Affairs DeT^artmsnt in the
accp which, is the central organ of Government responsible for the overall

planning, policy femulation and co-ordination of human resources development and
utilization. it seems as though the need to clearly demarcate the areas of
direct responsibilities was not fully considered when the arm within the ONCCP
was being created in 1979 which apparently left the ".Ministry of labour with its
original mandate,,

With' regards activities undertaken, some degree of progress-has been made
in the light of the constraints. She establishment of theae key publications
is a laudible activity„ On the other hand, much work still needs* to be done
particularly in -the areas of data collection and staff development activities.
For example, the scope of -the surveys need to be brodened, the quality and
relibility of the data improved upon, and the frequency of survey standardised.
Mere importantly, data collection activities are presently being performed by °
various organs with little or no co-ordination and collaboration between them.
In addition, the need to develop appropriate survey techniques and methods and
labour mrket concepts could go a long way in strengthening the process. Specific
tailor made training workshops could also prove useful,
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VII. Suggestions Towarc Strengthening the Institutional Framework for Manpower and

Drtiployrrent Planning in Ethiopia

(a) Administrative organ for policy guidance and co-ordination

There is the need, to strengthen the Empower and Employment Advisory

Corrmittee to guide f determine and account for the implementation of established

national human resources development and utilization policies and programmes <> In

other words Comraittee members should not only regard themselves as advisors

only? but as fonnulators anc" implernentors of policy and programmes, and

should be held responsible to report, at regular Corrmittee meetings;, on their

respective on-going and planned programmes for the implementation of adopted

policies and strategies. Accordingly9 the Ccmfnitteer should be mandated tos

- Stipulate guidelines for the approve targets, policies, programmes and

strategies for the efficient development and utilization of the

nationcs human resources?

- Study,, harmonise and co-ordinate measures that would motivate and. ensure

an adequate supply of and demand for quality manpower within sectors

and occupations$

~ Receive and review periodic reports on the status and problems of human

resources development and utilization institutions and programmes.

The Comnittee should be serviced by two technical arms. One arm* to be

designated as the secretariat, should be the central organ responsible for

human resource planning preferably the ?3anpowc;r Planning and Labour Affairs

Department within the CMXP. The second arm should be a technical preparatory

committee' made up of heads of the various hurran resource planning units within

those institutions/agencies represented on 'the Manpower .and Employment Advisory

Corrmitteeo This technical Committee should work in close collaboration with

the secretariat and be responsible fcr the initial review .of documents in prepara

tion for the meetings of the Manpower and Employment Advisory Committee: (MEAC)

(b) Administrative organ for programme formulation, policy determination and

policy irnpleisentation

Ihe Manpower Planning and Labour Affairs Department could be strengthened

to effectively serve as the central organ responsible for overall manpower and

employment planning and co-ordination and thereby provide the focal point of

the integrated human resources management process„ Given the country's

structure of production and resource distribution P the Department would be

expected to take on greater responsibility for target determination and plan

preparation. As essential parts of the process, it would be wholesome for

sectoral ministries, agencies, Government corporations to develop or strengthen?

within their respective planning units, manpower training and .utilization
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planning.capabilities to specifically determine, analyse and ensure the

requisite,manpower for the effective implementation of their on-going and

anticipated projects» If properly linked, an integrated structure would emerge.

Efforts should bfc guided -2nd intensified so that such a structure produces the

following final outputs^

- Reliable and up-to-date periodic education e -manpower, labour force

and labour market statistics and information;

- Draft pl^i3f policies ;md strategies for matching skills and jobsff

creating employment opportunities- increasing labour productivity and

developing requisite human skillsf knowledge and attitudest

- ''Technical services,, particularly to the MEAC towards the iiaplemsntation

of human resource development and utilization programmes and policies.

■ To effectively perform the above tasks, specific terms of reference associated

with each of the activities will have to be" appropriately determined, allocated

■to a team of specialized officers and executed in a systematic manner if

the administrative orc^m for human resource programme formulationP policy

determination and implansntation is to perform as expected. Though their

scope may differ in accordance with needs and capabilitiesg they should be

of such so as to embrace the following comprehensive yet essential terms

of referenc-is for nanpowsr and employment planning personnels

For 'the devclopflsnt arid management of policy and prcgranroe

Cffleers assignee", -this primary activity are expected to collectively

perform the following taskss

- Review and analyse_labour market studies9 reports, establishment

survey results, industrial and non~industrial investment studies„

education plans and population statistics with a view tos

{a} identifying problem areas relative to human resource developmant,

imnpov^er deployment and manpov^r utilizatiai and advising on

vrays to solving them;

(b) assessing policy implications of (a) in relation to overall

national development needs and strategies?

(c) formulating alternative human resource development, and utilization

policies and strategies and prepare periodic manpower supply and

demand plans and profiles for consideration by the Manpower and

Employment Advisory Caranitteeo

- Participate .in the' formulation and preparation of national socio-

economic development objectives,- policies and plans?'

- Develop and adjiist manpower planning models and up-date analysis

procedures to guide the Surveys and Information Departnent.
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-■< Liaise with other institutions/establishments responsible for manpower

planning, economic planningP education planning,- investment planning,

and employifient planning,1

- monitor; co-ordinate, evaluate and report on the implementation of s

1 (a) national vocational training and education programmes?

(b) employment, incests and labour productivity schemes? and

(c) social security and population adjustment programmes.

~ Collaborate with appropriate agencies on the identification and

. ,.. development of prograimes and measures that will enhance the effectiveness

of hunan resource development and utilization programmes and plans?

- Identify institutional and operational gaps, problems and constraints

surrounding the implementation of manpower plans -and suggest possible

adjustments for maximum results?

- z-fcnitor sccio-eccncniic trends in relation to manpower development,

allocation and productivity.

For the collection F processing and tabulation of data and other information

Officers assigned to this primary activity are expected to collectively

perform the following tasks1;

designF develop, administer and/or co-ordinate manpower

studies and surveys?

- 'Develop and/or revise techniques and methods for assessing and

forecasting present and future manpower supply and demand by cccupation

and industry as well as those for estimating present and future

training needs for high level occupations and employment?

- Collaborate in -the design and conduct of £ericdic income,

establishmentr labour force and labour market surveys?

- Assemble, analyse, store and publish data related to the labour force,,

labour market/outputs in the industrial and non-industrial sectors

arid fran educational and training institutions which can be used

primarily to*

(a) ^determine and project the flow of present and future high and

; middle-level manpower within the economy ? . .,.. .

(b) determine and project present and future skill requirements in

response to present and future national development objectives,0

and

(c) guide policy.makers and programme managers in their activities„
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- Establish and operate a viable human resource data collection and

reporting system and linkages with other sectoral data collection

units with the aim to produce periodic manpower? labour force and

education statistical time series data?

- Collaborate with appropriate agencies on the identification and development

of progrartmes and measures that will enhance the scope, content1 and

quality of national population and agriculture census, household

expenditure surveys and income studies.

(e) Staffing requirements . ■

Ihe mere establishment of institutions is a necessary but not a sufficient

condition for the ultimate achievement of national human resource development and

utilization goals. Ihe exercise, to be complete;, must be supported by the development,

deployment and utilization of a core of an interdisciplinary staff to man the

established institutions. To begin vdth, the ability of any human resource planning

sub-system to effectively ensure a high level of productivity within its own activities P

is a manifestation of that sub-system Ds ability to formulate, monitor, advise on and

evaluate other sectoral manpower development and utilization policies at national

levels. The implications here for institution building are therefore two folds

one, programmes for the development, recruitment, retention and promotion of human

resource planning personnel should be accorded high priority within the

operations and management of the entire sub-system. Two, given that manpower planning

is both multi-institutional and multi-functional in its activities p a high degree of
collaborationf interaction and co-ordination of activities of various professionals
and technicians will be required for effective planning.

3elow is an indication of the long-term staffing needs to support the human

resource planning sub-system as suggested. Two important points' need to be made. First,

appropriate personnel planning and policies, to staff the institutions need to be

developed and operationalized/ Secondly, the staffing requirements listed are identified
and grouped in accordance with functions to be performed and not in accordance with the
administrative organ performing those functionss

For Managing the Central Human Resource Planning Organ ■ ■

The technical part of the office should be inanagea by an officer who must be a
qualified and experienced human resource or development planner with considerable

administrative and/or public administration and management experience. He/she .must
have the requisite status and authority to be able to relate effectively with other
heads of departments and organizations, in both the public and private sectors.

In the absence of a human resource or a development planner f Lthe officer

could be one of the following,, who should have had an appreciable: level of training in
manpower or employment planning?
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- Development Economist or Development Administrator;

- Sociologist,0

- Demographer^

- Labour or ranpower Statistician .

Ihe officer should be assisted by a personnel manager and a financial

rranager.

For Collection F Processing ■ and Presentation of Data

Senior professional officers should have at least an honours university

degree in their field of specialization. For sub-professional technical staff, a

minimum of an advanced applied statistical training diploma should be required,

AccordinglyF the team should be composed of the following?

Professional staff

- Applied and tfetheraatical Statisticians?

- Demographers?, . , ■ ■

- System Analysts and/or Computer Programroers%

- Sociologists?

- Macro Economists?

- Labour Statisticians,,

Sub-professional/technical staff

- Statistical Assistants?

- M-hcc Field Supervisors? . . ,-.-

- Key-punch Operators n . .:■■■-

For Analysis y Policy Determination and Programming

Senior officers should have at least an honours university degree ins

- Industrial or Labour or Manpower Bionomics %

~ Vocational Education and Training?

- Sociology? . ......

- labour Union and/or Public Administration?

- Vocational Career Guidance and Education Counselling?

- Development Planning or Economics=

Consequentlys the team should be composed of the following.?.

- Labour, Manpov^er and/or Industrial Economists;

- Vocational Training and/or Industrial Economists?

- Sociologists and/or Vocational Guidance P and Educational and

Career Counsellors?

-. Development Administrators?

- Economic Development Planners,

For Monitoring and Evaluating1 Policies and Programmes

Officers must have at least an honours university degree in one of the

following fialdso
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™ Manpower Economics?

- Economic Planning and Development;;

- Public Ajdministration and Management?

- Education j

■*- Sociology o

Particularly, -they mast develop capacities and capabilities for project developrent,

project monitoring 8 and project e\^aluation an(S for making reconrrendations for
policy guidelines „ i^ccorclngly e the team should be conposed of s

- Economic Development Planners;

~ Public Administrators and Managers ^

- Education and Vocational Training Planners?

- Sociologists?

- Labour Economists„




